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Tonight's show will be dominated again by similar themes and threads that has ran 

through the THI shows. They are pieces we have warned about long before they 

unfolded, and are repeated with unerring regularity, one would suspect the stories are 

hand picked by myself. The sad thing is they are not, they are all of what used to be the 

sub intel section of the show, I removed that part as our previous sub intel is now the 

news. This is part of an overall agenda and the medias attempt to change the narrative of 

the public from Covid, because it is failing globally. In comes the old divide and conquer 

tactics, using sex, race, culture, religion and country based division programs, with one 

desire, to divide the people. But this has a differing approach as the Political Correctness 

program starts to fade, PC was designed to stifle discourse on a par with a UN committee 

investigating Israeli crimes, block your throat chakra, create animosity, discord, mistrust 

of opposing peoples opinions and motives, in other words, divide people. Just over a year 

ago when life was normal they said, the media ran an agenda based story, and I warned 

they were setting this group up, few listened outside of THI. One year or so on, the story 

has flipped on it's head. The story was Nurses and Doctors were national heroes, and the 

people applauded and got behind them. One year on the heroes are now being fired, 

suspended for making a personal health choice and having the audacity to speak the truth, 

where are the hero applauders now? Did the retard box not tell you to support the heroes 

in their personal choices and opinions? People lining up at medical centers, hospitals and 

pharmacies, conjures the same imagery as people lining up to attend a nice little retreat 

spot in the middle of the woods, that retreat was called Auschwitz. We are told there is a 

spike in cases because of the global PCR tests, the great question is, how much of a spike 

in idiots would there be, if there was a global IQ test? The themes are racial divide, El-ite 

Jewish infestation, skullduggery, media lies and covert agendas, word salad bs'ery all to 

cover up the fact that the old world has failed, it is collapsing and heading towards a 

black hole, and will be disappearing into the mist of time. A dark end for a dark past, our 

history is riddled with lies, confusing, mistranslation, misinterpretation, child level 

learning, control and harvesting, and up to us all to build a new world in a better way than 

the el-ites, blue bloods and fake titled people ever did. 

 

NEWS: The FBI issued an ominous tweet on Sunday which encourages family members 

and peers to learn how to spot suspicious behaviors and report them to the FBI in the 

name of national security. The FBI and Pentagon need to look in house for suspicious 

behaviors before resorting to pointing fingers elsewhere. Here is some families to report 

to the FBI, the Bidens, Pelosi, Obama, Newsome, Brown, Cuomo, AOC, Clinton, Bush, 

Feinstein lets start with them. Perhaps all the public should report the BLM, ANTIFA, 

ADL, JINSA, JStreet and AIPAC for suspicious behaviors, because there are plenty on 

the surface there, never mind digging deeper. FBI will become as far away from the 

public trust as the police are, with this level of non thinking. All of this is to stifle 
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discourse because they are losing the narrative, so lets come up with child level games 

and snitch on our classmates shall we, utterly pathetic behaviors.  

 

As Jill Biden joins the Sesame Street gang, she will find it is like an extension of her 

husband and family, full of muppets. The US gov has indicated they will censor your 

texts on misinformation, adding a text line to ze papers please. French doctors and nurses 

reporting large amounts of deaths, common theme of dying, they all had the 2nd shots. 

As one nurse revealed this week when pointing a detector machine at the site of her 

vaccinated arm, it brought up an ID code reading. oh my. ID's are patented and now they 

are chipped like cattle. The world is in utter turmoil and the alt media are distracting us 

with fake vote counting, for a fake election, for a fake Government, with fake Presidents. 

 

Can you not "see" the problem here? The alt in alt media no longer stands for alternative, 

it is Agency Led Tripe. Stimulus checks, anyone pondered on what they mean, where 

they come from or where they go? In a closed system which is the old world the funds 

can only ended up in one destination, clown world. The stimulus checks is an illusion 

game, instead of openly giving lots of funds to clowns and their shell corporations, they 

use the money that the public generated, decide to give it back to the people and people 

all think they got free money, no, it's our own money. But here is the kicker, the people 

spend the money and because the clowns and their shell corporations own most of the 

businesses, guess where the "free" money goes to? - back to them. TPC all kept in house 

stops that. I have been waiting patiently for the French to stand up, and pleased to say 

now they have, after Macron said all French would be vaccinated by September, Greece 

and Ireland has followed, tick tock. And now the fun begins, but wish to re-iterate to 

demonstrate peacefully, no threats, no violence and no smashing things, march on your 

news media centers and stand their silent, with banners saying liars and treasonous to 

humanity. 

 

Haitian authorities on Thursday escalated their hunt for what one official called the 

intellectual authors behind the assassination of President Jovenel Moïse, saying they had 

detained several suspects including two U.S. citizens as they tried to keep the capital 

from descending into vigilante justice. Firefights between alleged suspects and police 

continued not far from the Pelerin 5 neighborhood of Port-au-Prince where Moïse was 

killed and his wife, Martine, was seriously wounded early Wednesday. The assassination 

of the 53-year-old president has deepened the spiraling political crisis in this 

impoverished Caribbean nation. Two U.S. citizens of Haitian descent, identified as James 

Solages, 35, and Joseph Vincent, 55, are among those arrested. At least three suspects 

had been killed, authorities said, while 17 had been detained and eight others remained on 

the run. Other than the Haitian Americans, officials said all other suspects were believed 

to be Colombian nationals. The mysterious plot against Moïse was reaching beyond 

Haiti’s borders, Colombian authorities said that some of the suspects were former 
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members of the Colombian army, saying they had launched an investigation into their 

alleged involvement. Solages is chief executive of EJS Maintenance & Repair, formed in 

2019, according to Florida incorporation records. He launched a nonprofit group in 

March 2019 focused on humanitarian efforts in Haiti, state records show, tied to Clinton 

then. Solages is described as a building engineer and a certified diplomatic agent. It says 

he was the chief commander of bodyguards for the Canadian Embassy in Haiti. Yet 

Solages’s uncle, said in an interview I don't know how this thing happened, he doesn't 

have no military training," he added. Authorities say the assault was conducted by a team 

of commandos. Haitian Judge Carl Henry Destin, who assessed the scene Wednesday 

morning, Moïse was found dead in his bedroom, on his back, his body was riddled with 

bullets, he had 12 holes you can see, of which five are big holes. Haiti officials called for 

the FBI and Homeland Security to come to their aid, but also the US Military, which is 

all very Clinton Foundation, DNC criminal elements and agencies that to me. Same 

applies in Cuba, their people are not complaining of Covid bs, they were shouting libertat 

which is freedom from oppressive systems from not Communism, but unbeknown to 

them Zionism. 

 

Yet more child like behaviors from our so called lead Authorities, and quite frankly this 

is embarrassing juvenile behavior and an affront to all American taxpayers, in my opinion 

all of them should be fired. Democratic politicians in Texas have left their state en masse, 

in an effort to prevent Republicans there from passing a law to tighten voting rules. The 

move will temporarily paralyze the state's House of Representatives, which requires at 

least two-thirds of the 150 members be present for a vote. At least 50 House Democrats 

boarded two private jets from Austin to Washington DC on Monday. The move comes 

amid a wave of voting restrictions in Republican-led states. Republicans argue the 

measures are essential for election security but Democrats see them as an attack on the 

right to vote. The bill in Texas would ban 24-hour polling places and expand the 

authority of partisan poll watchers. A first vote is planned later this week. When they 

landed in Washington DC, the Democrats said they would not return until the 30-day 

special session had ended next month. Greg Abbott appeared on The Ingraham Angle on 

Monday to defend the bill and say the missing lawmakers will be arrested upon their 

return to the state. He said members of the Texas House of Representatives who are still 

in the state can call for the arrests of their colleagues who do not show up to vote. The 

one caveat is the arrest has to be made in the state.  

 

World hunger and malnutrition levels worsened dramatically last year, with most of the 

increase likely due to the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a multi-agency United 

Nations (U.N.) report published on Monday. After remaining virtually unchanged for five 

years, the number of undernourished people rose to around 768 million last year - 

equivalent to 10% of the world's population and an increase of around 118 million versus 

2019, the report said. Unfortunately, the pandemic continues to expose weaknesses in our 
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food systems, which threaten lives and livelihoods. No region of the world has been 

spared, the U.N. agencies said in a joint statement. The 2021 edition of The State of Food 

Security and Nutrition in the World estimated that on current trends, the U.N. sustainable 

development goal of zero hunger by 2030 will be missed by a margin of nearly 660 

million people. The number of people unable to access adequate food year-round rose by 

320 million to 2.37 billion last year - a rise in one year equal to the preceding five years 

combined. Of the 768 million undernourished people, 418 million were in Asia, 282 

million in Africa and 60 million in Latin America and the Caribbean. In Africa though, 

21% of people are undernourished, more than double that of any other region. I 

formulated a two to three year plan that involved all militaries as they have the logistics 

to carry it all out, to end world hunger, provide decent homes for all and start a road and 

business infrastructure program for those who have it currently, it got ignored by Trump. 

This report is disturbing and something I brought to members attention back in February 

2019, about a shortage of food. Food prices are increasing globally now because of the 

scarcity they say, no because of their evil agendas I say. But, all this despite the Trustee 

promising to end world hunger on January 8th this year, but like the various other 

promises made retracted and then ignore, none have come to fruition. But it's that claim 

of ending world hunger that sticks in my craw. She would end world hunger within 2 

days on January 8th, was both crass, ignorant and arrogant, and oblivious to the logistics 

of carrying that out, and all said for wows and clickbait, and look at how important I am, 

question remains is it important or impotent, because the latter wins hands down 

currently and shows no signs of abating.  

 

May I request that any of our members to not engage with any Life Force, as it is being 

used against our group and I am being blamed for sending you there just to critique Kim 

and Tank. Everyone knows that to not be true as it is another attempt to deflect attention 

from the myriad of issues and failed predictions ongoing over there. Let us not give them 

the excuse to blame me and or THI in anyway shape or form, as in essence it has nothing 

to do with THI, and let them face their own music. Accusations of gaslighting, oh dear 

the sheer irony of that. So I am asking, please don't engage their groups, blogs or site and 

give them leverage to deflect their own issues onto someone else. Their group and 

assemblies are falling apart, not only in America but Europe also having received many 

reports about the shenanigans ongoing, blocking, firing and yelling at the members in 

several locations. They are continuing on illusions now and I'm asking our members to 

stay away, to the many who have returned back to the TPC after joining the Life Force 

group welcome back, including those who were in THI originally, now lets all get on 

with building our future again. As Tank said this week, only the die hards left now, not 

for much longer Tank, your people have seen, heard and had enough of the lies, 

deflections, threats to members and pure bs coming out of that show. All so sad and 

completely unnecessary, but you can't talk butterfly language to caterpillar people. 
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RACE: More than 5,000 teachers have signed onto a pledge at the Zinn Education Project 

that states they vow to teach their students the concepts of Critical Race Theory, even 

where it is banned by law. The Zinn Education Project is a campaign inspired by Howard 

Zinn, author of A People’s History of the United States. The project aims to indoctrinate 

America’s students in identity politics and the organization of social justice movements, 

including the teaching of Critical Race Theory, a Marxist cultural ideology that embraces 

the concept that all social issues should be viewed through the lens of race, and that 

claims white people are oppressors while black individuals are victims. The National 

Education Association, the nation’s largest teachers’ union, resolved to promote the 

teaching of CRT in K-12 schools and to oppose any bans on its instruction. NEA also 

announced it plans to join with Black Lives Matter at School and the Zinn Education 

Project, to call for a rally this year on October 14 George Floyd’s birthday, as a national 

day of action to teach lessons about structural racism and oppression. Zinn Education 

Project is Zep for short, ZEP is a cleaning solution, is this the solution for cleaning out, 

and who are they cleaning out? So where did this critical race theory arise from? well the 

author of the Zinn Education Project that spawned it, is called Howard Zinn. As a young 

man, Zinn made the acquaintance of several young Communists from his Brooklyn 

neighborhood. They invited him to a political rally being held in Times Square. Despite it 

being a peaceful rally, mounted police charged the marchers, Zinn was hit and knocked 

unconscious. This incident it is said would have a profound effect on his political and 

social outlook. Howard Zinn unsurprisingly was born in New York and born to Jewish 

parents. It is not the Zinn project, it is the Zion or Zoan Project, Israel Cohen will be 

grinning past himself if alive today. All Black people need to be aware of what Israel 

Cohen stated in 1912, the black race has been used for thousands of years by the 

overlords to bring down and eliminate the white race. Lets come together and fight these 

underhanded slimeballs who say they are Jews, but they are not. 

 

Five California police officers filed a lawsuit against a city in Silicon Valley over a Black 

Lives Matter mural containing discriminatory anti-police imagery that was put on display 

across from City Hall.  Law enforcement officers, including Plaintiffs, were forced to 

physically pass and confront the Mural and its offensive, discriminatory, and harassing 

iconography every time they entered the Palo Alto Police Department, the lawsuit filed 

against Palo Alto said. The lawsuit cites images such as the logo for the American black 

nationalist organization the New Black Panthers, and an image of convicted police killer 

Assata Shakur. Shakur, also known as Joanne Chesimard, was convicted in the 1973 

killing of a New Jersey state trooper. She subsequently escaped prison, fled to Cuba and 

has never been found. The mural was put on display last June across from the Palo Alto 

City Hall, and came amid a wave of protests and riots in response to the death of George 

Floyd. It was intended to remain in place for a year, but was no longer on display by 

November of 2020. Look I am no police apologist given there has been far too much 

errant behavior within their ranks against we the people, but who sanctioned that 
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inflammatory mural? because it is they who should be charged and heavily fined for 

deliberate racial incitement. 

 

A New Jersey congressional hopeful and Air Force veteran launched a counterattack this 

week after Utah’s Black Lives Matter chapter, declared the U.S. flag a symbol of hatred 

for Black Americans in a Fourth of July Facebook post. The fact of the matter is that 

Black people are Americans, and Black history is American history, Republican House 

candidate Billy Prempeh said, and the flag is absolutely a part of our history. The good, 

the bad, the ugly, all of it, and that's what makes America great, because despite all of 

that, we continue to move forward. BLM Utah founder Lex Scott said earlier this week 

that the post was meant to highlight how her criticism of the flag would draw sharp 

criticism, while the embrace of Old Glory by hate groups including the Ku Klux Klan 

does not. Although quite why people protect or defend a piece of cloth with colors on, 

that wasn't even created here, is beyond me. If only the people were as protective of their 

own fellow man, woman and child as they appear to be for a flag, things would be a 

whole heap nicer. Lex Scott is a useful puppet for the system and should be dismissed by 

the black people, along with other puppets who think they are leaders, of not helping 

blacks, but supporting the media led division of we the people. 

 

Black News Tonight host Marc Lamont Hill is facing backlash on social media, after 

the Temple University professor claimed during an interview that all White people are 

connected to racism. Fine, that is his opinion but perhaps he needs to explain as to how or 

why that would be the case? Making statements is one thing, explaining your reasoning 

an entirely different story. 

 

In better news on the engineered racial divide by the media and politicians at the behest 

of the overlords. A white supremacist group based in Texas was chased away by 

residents in Philadelphia after they tried to march in the state over the Independence Day 

weekend. On Saturday night, around 200 masked members of the Patriot Front 

organization marched in the city. The organization is listed as a white nationalist hate 

group by the Southern Poverty Law Center. I will ignore the Southern Poverty Law 

Center as they are a Jewish front group. But pleased residents counteracted them, but one 

must also caution that if you are to allow BLM to march, then the same must apply. 

Asking residents of all colors to chase away BLM and Antifa as well. Most of these 

radical groups are actors performing for their paymasters, it is all a stage show to distract 

and create opinions for the people, ignore it and them it's all a dog and pony show. 

 

What is extraordinary about that story is the media exchange. Abdul-Aliy Muhammad, an 

activist and counter-protester on the night told the Inquirer that Black people are met with 

a different kind of response from police. I admire the fact that a Muslim is defending the 

black people, but looking into his background, Mr. Muhammad has all the hallmarks of a 
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stooge employed by the agencies. The counter opinion on the CBS news channel one 

would think they would have a white person, supremacist or otherwise, but no, no 

surprises for guessing who. As Shira Goodman, regional director of the Anti-Defamation 

League insisted to CBS that she make sure that this is not the case. Common sense 

question is, since when has the ADL been the oversight on cops? She went on and said, 

we want to make sure that a group of white men and white supremacists, who come in to 

do that aren’t getting any kind of special treatment, aren’t getting any kind of worse 

treatment than anybody else who is protesting, Goodman said. A classic case of 

antagonizing both sides to fulfill an agenda, I hope people by now are seeing through this 

charade that this show warned would unfold 3 years back at least. The Israel Cohen plan 

right before your very eyes. 

 

In what is frankly a bizarre and equally disturbing plot surrounding the magic imploding 

hotel, we find out that the Israeli Defense Forces where brought over to oversee the 

search and rescue mission, wreaks of conspiracy that to me and a slap in the face of the 

local search and rescue. But then as reported last week the mayor is born in and born to. 

The Miami-Dade Fire Rescue bid farewell to the Israel Defense Forces delegation 

Sunday evening as they began their journey home following their assistance with search, 

rescue and recovery efforts at the Champlain Towers building collapse in Surfside, 

Florida.  CBS ran a heroic story this week about the Florida collapsed building, and how 

this one large family were all awake and out of the building at 1am when the building 

collapsed. Now where have we heard that before? it has echoes of a repeat narrative from 

20 years ago of how all Israeli nationals survived the twin towers collapse, by 

cohencidence the family covered in the CBS story was Jewish. 

 

A United Nations human rights investigator is being called anti-Semitic for remarks 

made Friday against Israel at the U.N. Human Rights Council in Switzerland. Critics say 

this is just another long line of anti-Israel bias stemming from the world body as it seeks 

to rewrite history, oh the irony of that statement, rewriting his story. Michael Lynk, a 

Special Rapporteur on human rights in the Palestinian territories, was speaking to a 

meeting of the U.N. Human Rights Council presenting findings from his report where he 

said, he wanted to make it clear to Israel that its illegal occupation, and its defiance of 

international law and international opinion can and will no longer be cost free. Lynk, who 

has long been criticized for his anti-Israel views, noted, I conclude that the Israeli 

settlements do amount to a war crime. It is not anti Israel, that is the deflection, it is anti 

human rights violations that are a hallmark of Israeli occupations in many countries. 

Lynk's remarks immediately drew fire from critics who noted that his report and remarks, 

excluded any criticism of terror group Hamas or the Palestinian Authority. Hamas or 

Palestinian Authority would not exist if Israel went back to at least the pre 1967 borders. 

Anne Bayefsky, director of the Touro Institute on Human Rights and the 

Holocaust, missing from his so-called 20-page expert report is a single reference to 
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Hamas using human shields, to any of the Palestinians killed by misfired Hamas rockets, 

or in fact to any Palestinian having committed any war crime at all, more statements and 

no proof. The real question is why the Biden administration has decided to join and 

legitimize this Council and its preposterous human rights authority figures, knowing full 

well neither the Council nor Lynk's platform can be or will be changed. Bayefsky sits on 

the Board of Advisors of the Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs, a non-profit 

thinktank focusing on issues of United States and Israel's national security. What has 

Israel got to do with American National Security? Her legal expertise is in international, 

human rights, women's rights, and United Nations law, and covers four decades, not such 

an expert after all, as misses seeing the very country who breaks more international laws 

than all other countries combined. In 2018, the pro-Israel non-profit Committee for 

Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America compensated Bayefsky $280K for 

consultant work, according to a public federal filing, that is called lobbying and 

kickbacks all for the benefit of one country. Then-President Trump took the U.S. out of 

the Human Rights Council in 2018. Nikki Haley, the United Nations ambassador at the 

time, said the 47-member council was a protector of human rights abusers, and a cesspool 

of political bias, Haley like Pompeo are Israeli puppets is why. In one of many policy 

changes from the Trump administration regarding the U.N., Secretary of State Antony 

Blinken said this past February the Biden administration would re-engage with the 

council and challenge for a seat for its 2022 session. Why is Biden going back to the UN? 

look at his Secretary of State Antony Blinken, born in and born to. Truth never fears 

investigation, and the Israeli junta are masters at blocking every investigation into their 

antics. 

 

San Francisco, California, has been looking a lot like Gotham City lately, as a recent 

surge in both petty crimes like shoplifting and organized retail crime in San Francisco, 

has left business owners and residents troubled and even wanting to leave the city 

altogether, KRON-TV reported. This time, however, there won’t be a Batman to swoop 

in and save the residents of San Francisco. The rate of larceny has increased 22%, 52% 

increase in burglary, around a 40% increase in arson and a nearly 37% uptick in vehicle 

thefts, this year according to data from the San Francisco Police Department. An annual 

poll from the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce released in June, found that 80% of 

residents believed crime has worsened in recent years and 76% want more police in high-

crime neighborhoods. Additionally, 40% of residents said they plan to move out of the 

city in the next few years. The obvious solution to crime is, give everyone a more equal 

share of the resources, expensive cities have more crimes. It is the opportunity that 

presents itself that the criminal have not's will target the have too many places. I would 

suspect that cities and towns that are more equal in terms of wealth, they will have a 

better crime rate. 1500 people are leaving New York each week.  
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Gavin Newsome has told California residents to use 50% less water, whilst allowing 

Nestle to siphon out millions of gallons out of Californian water system. It is the same 

with the electricity, P&G who are Rothschild's have invested nothing in replacing old 

systems, yet when there is an issue with large supply, those clowns cut it due to not 

having the capacity, or worse cause fires that destroyed thousands of lives. Richest State 

in the country, and yet a so poor record of delivering utilities to it's overcharged residents. 

Decent Californians like New Yorkers should empty out of both states, and leave the 

greedy vampiric entities left swinging in both states. Living in a state with Brown, 

Feinstein, Newsome and Pelosi is bad enough, what's is worse is, you are living amongst 

people voted for those 4 scumbags. Stockholm Syndrome on steroids. 

 

In Germany’s latest horrific case of child abuse, pedophiles filmed sex acts on their own 

children to share online. Kids learn stranger danger but a leading campaigner says to 

think the unthinkable about who real abusers are. As four evil pedophiles begin 

their prison sentences this week, having been found guilty of being part of the biggest 

child abuse ring ever uncovered in Germany, one of the nation’s most tireless 

campaigners has warned that sex abuse of children is at epidemic levels. Activist Julia 

von Weiler, from the German branch of global NGO Innocence in Danger, says that the 

World Health Organization estimates of a million German children having suffered 

sexual violence is way too low. The problem authorities face in compiling figures is the 

high incidence of unreported abuse. Because it is the so called authorities doing it is why, 

it is the classic mass mind control Milgram experiment. The church, police, judges, 

lawyers, politicians, social service, children's charities, the UN and many others, 

supported by the hospitals, doctors, school and Universities. Several years ago, the 

Mikado Study, funded by the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs found that two-thirds of 

child abuse survivors never disclose their trauma to anyone. The study also pointed out 

that just 1% of abuse cases were reported to police and/or youth welfare agencies, she 

says. So if we take that 1 percent as our baseline, then the 1 million estimate by the WHO 

is actually a rather low figure.  

 

A recent study showed that 1 in 68 UK children missing or trafficked in 2020 alone. The 

UK is one of the most prominent countries for trafficking, why? the white race life 

essence as reported in Jupiter Ascending movie. Studies also show 1 in 20 children in the 

UK have been sexually abused, over a third of police reports of sexual offences are on 

children. There was a petition against it and it was rejected, citing it wants pedophilia to 

become a sexual orientation. The British Home Office were found to have given 30K 

GBP to a group who wish to legalize pedophilia. A quarter of all trafficked children go 

missing through local authoratitive care, for example social services. A Whitehall study 

showed that advisors want the age of consent dropped to 14 years old, along with a 

dramatic reduction in statutory punishments for sex with children as young as 12.  If you 

think things are getting worse with those 2 reports you are wrong, this has been going on 
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a long time on this planet. What is different now is, it is being picked up on the internet 

and being reported everywhere, previously these incidents were kept in the dark, and the 

media deliberately ignored it, that is no longer the case. Yes, it's painful to hear, but the 

frequency of truth now out into light, starts the healing process for those who have 

survived these types of ordeals. Because part of the problem is people ignored the 

warnings and protestations of the children, because the church, the police, the social 

services, the nuns, bishops, priests, politicians, famous stars would not do that, yeah right. 

Quit being in denial of the truth, because the reluctance for the masses to accept the 

institutions that are said to protect us cannot be complicit in this, is why it has continued 

for so long. 

 

A teenage basketball prodigy has become the first African American to win the US 

Scripps National Spelling Bee. Zaila Avant-garde, a 14-year-old from New Orleans, 

Louisiana, cruised to victory with the word murraya, a type of tropical tree. Despite 

practicing for up to seven hours a day, she describes spelling as a side hobby as Zaila's 

main focus is on becoming a basketball pro. She already holds three world records for 

dribbling multiple balls at once, and has appeared in an advertisement with the NBA 

megastar Stephen Curry. It was the first time since 2008 that at least one champion or co-

champion of the Scripps National Spelling Bee was not of South Asian descent. Zaila is 

the second black girl to win the tournament - Jody-Anne Maxwell, of Jamaica, was 

crowned champion in 1998 at the age of 12. Why is that news some will say, well given 

the political use or misuse of color recently, the fact a black girl won is quite an 

achievement, given what the BLM and woke people have been trying to tell us. Like that 

woman last week trying to convince everyone that blacks are discriminated against in 

schools, well clearly not all is it, well done Zaila, it matters not which color you are, you 

have done really well. 

 

COVID BS: I have been criticized by some for my stance on the US Military, and some 

will use the fact that I was not born here as to why I show such discord against the US 

Military. A video emerged this week taken in Idaho of the US Military going into schools 

and force vaccinate children based on fear. Do you still think my stance on the US 

Military is off? 

 

Graphene is a one-atom-thick layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice. The 

material, only developed in 2004, is believed to have immense potential for industrial 

application. In June 2021, biostatistician Ricardo Delgado and Dr. José Luis Sevillano 

claimed that graphene oxide, monomolecular sheets of graphene, is the cause for the 

magnetism shown in many people injected with the Pfizer and Moderna products. 

Graphene is world's thinnest material, it is only one atom thick, one million times thinner 

than a human hair. However, it is very strong, stronger than steel and diamond. This 

allows many applications in composite materials with outstanding stiffness and 
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durability. Graphene is also very flexible, which makes us dream of applications in 

wearable devices and foldable electronics. Graphene is a great conductor of electricity 

and heat. Graphene was first isolated and characterized in 2004 by Andre Geim and 

Konstantin Novoselov at the University of Manchester. Andre Geim whose grandfather 

was a Bayer which is Rothschild. This work resulted in the two winning the Nobel Prize 

in Physics in 2010 for groundbreaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional 

material graphene. Their publication, and the surprisingly easy preparation method that 

they described, sparked a graphene gold rush. Research expanded and split off into many 

different subfields, exploring different exceptional properties of the material, quantum 

mechanical, electrical, chemical, mechanical, optical, magnetic, etc, in other words 

Militaristic purposes. Graphene oxide' (GO) is currently developed for biomedical 

applications as a promising nanoplatform for drug delivery, phototherapy, and 

biosensing. As a consequence, its possible safety has attracted extensive attention. But it 

has also been demonstrated that GO causes an increase of intracellular oxidative stress, 

likely leading to its cytotoxicity and inhibition of cell proliferation. In June 2021, 

biostatistician Ricardo Delgado and Dr. José Luis Sevillano, having subjected vaccine 

samples to an electron microscope analysis, stated that graphene oxide is present in the 

injections and probable cause for the magnetism shown in many people injected with the 

Pfizer and Moderna products. They are injecting graphene oxide as an adjuvant in 

vaccines. Researchers from the EU's Graphene Flagship project have discovered that 

graphene oxide inhibits anxiety-related behaviours in a model study. They found that 

injecting graphene oxide into a specific region of the brain, silences the neurons 

responsible for anxious behaviour. Laura Ballerini, lead author of the paper and Professor 

of Physiology at Graphene Flagship partner SISSA, Italy, explained that graphene oxide 

disables communication between the synapses that cause this type of fear. Graphene 

oxide interrupts anxiety-related neuron signals without affecting the neurons, or the 

surrounding cells. In simple terms, it only ‘turns down’ the communications between 

specific neurons. In a disease where these communications are over-expressed, like 

PTSD and anxiety, targeting the synapses with graphene oxide is enough to halt the 

development of this pathological behaviour. This is a type of precision medicine. 

According to her, graphene oxide is naturally eliminated after a few days, as the 

surrounding tissue digests the material. Ballerini says that, after two days, they did not 

observe any inflammation, and no traces of graphene oxide remained at all. The 

Graphene Flagship is a scientific research initiative funded by the European Commission. 

With a budget of €1 billion, it represents a new form of joint, coordinated research 

initiative on an unprecedented scale. 

 

California will pay $7.5 million to surviving victims of its forced sterilization program. 

Eugenics, or the practice of sterilizing those determined by the state to be feeble or 

undesirable, began under a law enacted in California around the turn of the 20th century. 

An estimated 20,000 residents deemed unfit to reproduce are believed to have been 
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sterilized in this practice, according to Unai Montes-Irueste, a spokesman for 

Assemblywoman Wendy Carrillo, who penned the new legislation. Those most targeted 

for involuntary sterilization were people of color, people with disabilities and the poorest 

and most vulnerable communities, according to a 2019 news release from Carrillo's 

office. The reparations are part of the state's $100 billion budget for the 2021-22 fiscal 

year, which was signed by Gov. Gavin Newsom this week. Much of California's eugenics 

program was outlawed in 1979, but laws ending the sterilization of prisoners were not 

passed until 2014, said Montes-Irueste. It's unclear exactly how many survivors remain, 

but hundreds of people are estimated to be eligible for the funding, including some who 

remain incarcerated. Thirty-two states had eugenics programs, but 

California outpaced them all. California's movement was so effective that in the 1930s, 

members of the Nazi party asked California eugenicists for advice on how to run their 

own sterilization program. Germany used California's program as its chief example that 

this was a working, successful policy, Christina Cogdell, a cultural historian at the 

University of California-Davis and author of Eugenic Design. In the mid-20th century, 

the country's intellectual elite such as doctors, geneticists and Supreme Court justices 

supported forced sterilizations. In other states, the sterilization program would stop and 

start due to legal challenges, but California's ran strong for more than half a century, 

Cogdell said. If you were deemed worthy of being sterilized by a doctor, there was no 

board where you could have a hearing to protest, Cogdell said. These are the same 

doctors and Instutions backed by Universities and Research centers that are at the 

forefront of the techno jabs. So the Nazis learned from Kalimafornia just as we stated in 

FRWL, which is why the 3rd Reich switch smoothly to the 4th Reich in America, it was 

already in place. 

 

A CDC and WEF video has given people a heads up as to their new plan of attack on 

society, and pleasing to see so many people working it out on the comments section of 

the video. It warned of the dangers of cyber attacks with Covid characteristics, indeed 

Covid is a machine like virus, ran by programmers who think they are gods. It's 

reproductive rate would be 10 times worse than the Covid virus, sounds like the 

replicator beings in Stargate to me. Covid 19 was known as an anticipated risk, these 

cyber attacks are worse, the time is now was the ending. Clearly now they are all 

planning a step up event that we at THI warned of. They spoke of the only way to cure 

this Covid like viruses, was to unhook all phones from the internet for a day or more. A 

switching off of the internet over to a more restrictive variety may well be what they are 

planning, why? because they are and have losing control of the narrative on the old 

system. Banning, blocking, fact checking hasn't worked as well as they would like, 

prepare for Internet 2, possibly only for the vaccinated, or the aptly named bots. 

 

Johnson & Johnson are being sued over the OGX line of shampoos and conditioners, 

check for the OGX brand marker on the bottles. They have a chemical called DMDM 
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hydantoin, which is a base component in formaldehyde. It can cause scalp irritation and 

hair loss. What does DMDM hydantoin do? It is a preservative known to slowly leach 

formaldehyde when it comes into contact with water. 

 

Nearly three in 10 Americans 29% say they are not likely to get vaccinated, including 

20% who said they will definitely not do so, according to a Washington Post-ABC News 

poll published last week. The 29% who said they are unlikely to get a vaccine is an 

increase over the 24% who said the same thing in April. 

 

Prime Minister Boris Johnson & Johnson is expected to confirm later the plan to lift 

almost all legal restrictions on social contact in England on 19 July. But ahead of a news 

conference on Monday afternoon, Mr. Johnson & Johnson has urged people to be 

cautious. He warned that Covid-19 cases, currently at about 30,000 a day, would continue 

to rise as society reopened. Nope the 30K a day are mainly all the vaccinated people Mr. 

Johnson & Johnson. 

 

UK Covid report of the vaccinated reveals these figures up to June 23rd. 1,007,253 

adverse effects and 1043 deaths. 

 

Public health England slipped figures out whilst the Hancock affair was 

everywhere…62% of deaths and hospitalisations are double jabbers! 

 

Secretary ministry of Transport in the UK, Grant Shapps, said this live on air. We know 

that double vaccinated, the fully vaccinated people are much more likely to get and also 

carry corona virus. 

 

Boris Johnson has said this weekend that life cannot go back to normal after lockdown 

restrictions are lifted on 19 July, whilst also warning: this pandemic is not over. Johnson 

& Johnson's next step is to pick a time when to generate the next engineered wave, want 

to know what the next wave will be? 

 

As the latest from VAERS revealed over 9K deaths and 439K injured or harmed just be 

the vaccines, a more disturbing increase has begun that was mentioned recently of an 

increase in deaths. Over the last fortnight the increase from 1-300 deaths a week, has 

spiked to 872 from 6/26 to 7/2, and last week saw the increase go up to 2063. Johns 

Hopkins magnified the death rate for the disease before the vaccines by a factor of 10, 

perhaps Johns Hopkins meant deaths from the vaccines would increase by a factor of ten? 

In British Columbia Canada there has been reports of 719 people dying within one week, 

reported to be of heat stroke, yet one nurse at the hospital said all those who died had, had 

the second dose of vaccines within the previous two weeks. They will be using disaster 

events including weather to boost the death rate to initiate further vaccines, but also use 
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other events to cover up the alarming increase in deaths since the techno jabs started to be 

administered. The figures and the data is overwhelming, and the increase in those willing 

to fight this medical manslaughter is increasing by the day, that terrifies them, hence their 

countermeasures to gain plausible deniability, ultimately it will fail on an overview basis. 

The potential mass die off may well now be underway, please stay calm and focus on 

your progress and keep progressing the TPC. The TPC is of vital importance for our 

future, moreso if the predicted die off does takes place. 

 

OTHER ITEMS: Word from higher ups is there is a push to spread our series FRWL on a 

global scale, in multiple languages, formats including MSM eventually.  

 

Words that are used that too few understand the real meaning of, so lets have a look at a 

few more shall we? Pronouns : any of a small set of words (such as I, she, he, you, it, we, 

or they) in a language that are used as substitutes for nouns or noun phrases and whose 

referents are named or understood in the context. Or the alternative view, a media based 

word salad of bs'ery designed to confuse or distract the public from naming a person or 

object, turning it or them into an abstract concept, that leaves all confused. Rendering the 

speaker of it looking stupid, slightly retarded and above all sanctimonious. Examples of 

this is Governments and Media, ably supported by certain love and light elements in the 

alt media, and liberal jackasses who have zero clue of what they are saying or doing.  

 

Speaking of word salad bs'ery the word Idioism came up recently, and as pronounced 

does not exist in any language, no more than teutonic plates does - just saying. De 

jure, Latin, literally of law, thus legitimate, lawful, by right of law, according to law. Yet 

De is a Latin adverb and preposition of separation in space, meaning down from, off, 

away from, and figuratively concerning, by reason of, according to. So the terminology 

of De Jure means down from law, away from law which means lawlessness. 

Lawless (adj.)c. 1200, lawelese uncontrolled by law of any kind, from law + -less. 

Meaning "illegal" is from c. 1300. An assembly is a church gathering, and is not an 

official Government entity. Using these words and claiming they are the new 

Government is a recipe for disaster for ordinary people. Claiming you are the new 

government brings up the word coup, which is short for coup d'etat. Coup d'etat means 

technically any sudden, decisive political act, especially an important and unexpected 

change in the form and methods of a government, but in 20c. popularly restricted to the 

overthrow of a government. Let's look at the law on this, 18 U.S. Code § 2385 - 

Advocating overthrow of Government. Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, 

advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or 

destroying the government of the United States or the government of any State, Territory, 

District or Possession thereof, or the government of any political subdivision therein, by 

force or violence, or by the assassination of any officer of any such government; or 

Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such government, 
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prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, distributes, or publicly displays any 

written or printed matter advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, 

desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the United 

States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or Whoever organizes or helps or 

attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or 

encourage the overthrow or destruction of any such government by force or violence; or 

becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society, group, or assembly of 

persons, knowing the purposes thereof. Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not 

more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United 

States or any department or agency thereof, for the five years next following the 

conviction. We at the TPC will not be overthrowing anyone, the object is to work with 

the current system and run it in a better way for and by the people. This is what we have 

started with the village and that is the way we will always do business, and carry out our 

objectives, we will never put anyone at risk. As for the above, you have all been warned. 

Here is a word that does exist, it is called ponerogenic, fitting if you ask me. 

 

The biblical narrative draws more attention with this next short piece, lets look at the 

word rapture shall we, perhaps it may provide clues? The word Rapture is connected to 

the Latin word raptus, which means a carrying off, abduction, snatching away; rape. 

Therefore, the deeper meaning of the word Rapture is snatching or abduction. Is this 

rapture, which comes from raptus, and is eerily similar to raptor, was it they, the raptors 

who did the abductions? Being in ecstasy is also associated with rapture, an altered state 

of consciousness it is said, ponder on that when you add in the drug Ecstasy, do you think 

that is a cohen cidence? But ecstasy also brings up another term often used yet rarely 

thought about, the term in good spirits, oh really? I would rather not thank you very 

much, spirits are the djinns also known as Jaffas, and of course like the drug Ecstasy, 

alcoholic spirits also transport you into an abduction style scenario, right into the realms 

of the djinns. Christians who believe that they will be raptured to heaven have been 

deceived by the Dark Forces.  

 

Ah the words and their hidden meanings, many of which we have uncovered in this 

show, lets look at another terminology often used and yet not understood. People 

standing in front of a mirror and saying they are looking in the mirror, in being the 

operative word, like last week they said they were sitting in the gate. But we are not 

looking in the mirror, we are looking at it, this brings in another meme of THI, observe 

not absorb. If you observe the mirror you look at it, if you are looking in the mirror you 

are absorbing it. What you are seeing in the mirror is your ego, which is why narcissists 

spend so much time looking in the mirror for their own approval and admiration. The 

dark magicians have for a long time used the mirror for dark practices, is the terminology 

of looking in the mirror an actual spellcast? Mirrors can and have been used in the past as 

portals or gateways, and it is said it brings 7 years bad luck if you smash the mirror, but 
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does anyone ask who gets the 7 years bad luck? We have assumed that it is the one who 

breaks it, but do we really know whether that meme put forward is actually true? Why is 

it 7 years bad luck? because that is the same time as your body renews itself. It was the 

Romans and the church who started that fear based meme, although China previously had 

the same concept. There are many superstitions based around the broken mirror, some 

believe it releases the spirits trapped within the mirror, and that is always a possibility. 

All about the spirits again. In Roman times, a ‘mirror seer’ used water, and then mirrors, 

to divine the future, a practice known as catoptomancy. Might have known the word cat 

would be a symbol of bad luck, bloody spies!! catoptomancy is the use of divination 

using mirrors or water. The original mirrors were known as the pathway to the gods, and 

interesting in the Stargate series the Stargate fired up showed a watery center, why? 

because water is also reflective. They said in the past that breaking a mirror broke the 

connection with the divine, tearing the soul from the body and leaving it adrift, yet more 

church based fear porn, or does it have an element of truth to it? Want to know why they 

didn't wish mirrors to be broken? because mirrors are used as portal or gateways, and 

because the mirror is your own personal looking glass technology, think Project looking 

glass, it is the same or mirrored concept (pardon the pun). Mirrors are created by using 

initially silver to cause the reflection, but if you look in the mirror you are connected to 

and into the silver, what if that silver is in some way magnetic, and attracts your silver 

cord of your spirit, does it then not pull you into the mirror? Perhaps now you will 

understand more when I say the real person is not the person looking in the mirror, but 

you are observing of the person and the reflection in the mirror, either away and to the 

side from the front of the mirror or behind it. ponder on that. 

 

Having covered last week about the Kush elements and their connection to the whole 

fake Jewish and Israel conspiracy, that was born in India and took up massive residence 

in Egypt. Egypt's whole history like Israel is fake, and is the major cover up ongoing on 

this planet of the fake gods ruling over us, all of which originated off world. 5 years ago 

emerged what was described as a champion of the people, I disagreed as a matter of 

common sense, that no person has ever been in a high profile position and did right for 

and by the people. Due to Kim working with Trump meant indirectly so was I, and I 

played my part in trying to help him succeed, all whilst having major doubts of his 

validity, as the Trustee will now confirm finally. As far back as December 2018 I begged 

her to cut Trump adrift as I felt he was playing her like a fiddle, stringing her along for 

his and his cronies, of which far too many were connected to Israel for me, but she has a 

tendency to be slow on the uptake. What made me most suspicious was the arranged 

marriage of Ivanka and the slimy snake known as Jared Kushner. His role became all too 

encompassing and Trump did nothing to stop him, despite major State depts having 

issues surrounding Kushner and the validity of him having a security clearance, Trump 

gave him one anyway. I warned Trump publicly on this show several times, unless he 

ditched Kushner, he would bring him down, and he did. You see Kushner was a life long 
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Demoncrat, in fact Trump himself voted and funded the Democrats in the past, all of 

which proves that parties are irrelevant. The star of any children's party is always the 

clown, something all Americans would do well to ponder on, parties are not for the 

people, only clowns because the whole thing is a 3 ring circus. Three ring circus 

meanings? 1. a circus with three rings for simultaneous performances. 2 a public 

spectacle, especially one with little substance. For many elections here now the lead 

candidate was no vote, it is time all the American people never voted by party, but voted 

on the legitimacy of candidates, enough of clowns with their Israeli, Rothschild and 

Black Sun lobbyists representing us. Kushner maybe a new kid on the block, but he was 

being mentored by non other than the non aging psychopath himself, Henry Kissinger. 

Like Macron in the distant past of Syria, now of France, and Cyrus which Trump played, 

does Kushner have a stage role in this, and is his name indicative? Lets break it down 

shall we, Kush, which as we found out last week played a major role in revamping his 

story on behalf of these said to be Jewish, but all related to Egypt and off world. That 

leaves us with ner, which has no meaning, but is commonly used as named entity 

recognition, so Kush ner can also mean Kush the named entity recognition, or 

recognizing Kush as the named entity. Lets look at the forename Jared shall we. In the 

Book of Genesis, the biblical patriarch Jared was the sixth in the ten pre-flood 

generations between Adam and Noah; he was the son of Mahalaleel and the father of 

Enoch, and lived 962 years (Genesis 5:18). Which tells you those people were not from 

this planet, but living 962 years is bit like his mentor Kissinger then!! The biblical text in 

Jubilees implicitly etymologizes the name as derived from the root YRD descend, 

because in his days the angels of the Lord descended to earth. This maybe uncomfortable 

for religious people but, the angels of the Lord are the winged Draco or the bird tribe 

associated with Thoth and Set. Alternative suggestions for the name's etymology include 

words for rose, which is interesting as the rose is a symbol of Anu, who was the Lord of 

the Bible, for those who are new, Anu was the King of the Draco reptilians. Servant and 

one who rules are other depictions of the name Jared. Yared (505–571), a namesake, was 

an Ethiopian bishop who introduced the concept of sacred music to Ethiopian Orthodox 

services. He is regarded as a saint of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church with a feast day of 

11 Genbot (May 19). All searches for the Genbot feast came up blank which is 

interesting, perhaps it means Generation of bots festival? At present, the name is attested 

among people of Protestant Christian cultural background, but not among those with a 

Jewish background. Yet again like last week the country of Ethiopia plays a prominent 

role. Why? because it was the site of the 4th and final Garden of Eden, that was not 

related to the people of Earth, all four of them where related to off world entities intent on 

harvesting here. And also because they are part of the jet black race, who are also 

depicted on the Egyptian hieroglyphs that was dropped off here by Lucifer. Lucifer is the 

god of the el-ite Jews, he is their god in the books Torah and Talmud. 
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Sebek, also spelled Sobek, Greek Suchos, in ancient Egyptian religion, crocodile god 

whose chief sanctuary in Fayyūm province included a live sacred crocodile, Petsuchos 

(Greek: “He Who Belongs to Suchos”), in whom the god was believed to be incarnate. 

The suchos was portrayed in the Jurassic Park movie, named a suchomimos. In Jurassic 

Park the two key locations was Isla Nublar which means cloud, and Isla Sorna, which 

curiously or not given the Epstein island, Sorna is an acronym for a sex offenders 

registration and notification database site. The description and portrayal was very 

accurate, a dinosaur with a crocodile snout, which is the same beings in the Jupiter 

Ascending and also portrayed in Egyptian hieroglyphs. The gist of the plot in Jupiter 

Ascending was that, Earth and countless other planets were established by families of 

transhuman and alien royalty, for the purpose of harvesting the resulting organisms to 

produce a youth serum for the elites on other planets. Sound familiar? it should do. But 

Sebek or Sobek is the Maga being mentioned last week. Sebek may have been an early 

fertility god or associated with death and burial, before becoming a major deity and 

patron of kings in the Middle Kingdom c.1938–c. 1630 bce. He was merged with Re, 

which is Ra the fake sun god, to constitute a crocodile form of that God, known as Sebek-

Re. In essence the crocodile race where followers and warriors for Ra, just like the Jaffa 

in the Stargate series, in reality they were slaves. The worship of Sebek continued into 

Ptolemaic and Roman times in the Fayyūm, at Kawm Umbū (Kom Ombo) in Upper 

Egypt, and elsewhere. Kom Ombo was originally an Egyptian city called Nubt, meaning 

City of Gold (not to be confused with the city north of Naqada that was also called 

Nubt/Ombos). Interestingly Naqada was the name of the mineral in the Stargate series for 

space travel and mass destruction weapons. The city of Naqada housed the cult of Set and 

many temples to him. Cemeteries of mummified crocodiles have been found in the 

Fayyūm and at Kawm Umbū. So, the so called Egyptians mummified crocodiles and cats, 

does that make any sense? unless they both had another purpose. Sobek (also called 

Sebek) was an ancient Egyptian deity with a complex and fluid nature. He is associated 

with the Nile crocodile or the West African crocodile, and is represented either in its 

form, or as a human with a crocodile head, in other words a chimera courtesy of the much 

revered Atlanteans and or Antlantans. Sobek was also associated with pharaonic power, 

fertility, and military prowess, but served additionally as a protective deity with 

apotropaic qualities, invoked particularly for protection against the dangers presented by 

the Nile. Apotropaic magic is a type of magic intended to turn away harm or evil 

influences, as in deflecting misfortune or averting the evil eye. Averting the evil eye is 

another word used and yet not understood of it's intentions. Is it relating to the eye of 

Horus or Ra? Did you know the squiggle part below the eye, is said to be showing the 

vrill entering the eye, the line down below the eye is showing the bleeding from the 

insertion site. The Vrill injector quill that inserts a parasite through the eye, hence all the 

black eyed celebrities, this is known as droning. Those that are frightened to speak out, 

mention the reason behind it is this droning process. Once the parasite, which is very 

similar to the symbiots in the Stargate series is inside the body, it takes over the host 
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entirely, these are lizard entities. Excessive or increased blinking and/or lip licking may 

possibly be linked to lizard traits that transfer with the consciousness. The drones are said 

to be ruthless, psychopathic, sexually driven and sadistic, sound familiar? The medical 

snake coiling around a stem, said to be the Rod of Asclepius who was the god of healing 

and son of Apollo, given Asclepius was mentioned in the Hippocratic Oath recently this 

reasoning for misuse does not fit or make sense. It's real intentions are the Caduceus 

which is said to be about Hermes, and yet other evidence suggests it goes back further 

and more familiar elements of the dark forces are involved. A.L. Frothingham 

incorporated Dr. Ward's research into his own work, published in 1916, in which he 

suggested that the prototype of Hermes was an "Oriental deity of Babylonian extraction" 

represented in his earliest form as a snake god, which is the Naga, Naga and Maga oh 

dear. The caduceus also appears as a symbol of the punch-marked coins of the Maurya 

Empire in India, in the third or second century BC. In Egyptian iconography, the Djed 

pillar is depicted as containing a snake in a frieze of the Dendera Temple complex. A 

bronze serpent on a pole first described in the Book of Numbers which God told Moses to 

erect, so that the Israelites who saw it would be protected from dying from the bites of the 

fiery serpents, which God had sent to punish them for speaking against Him and Moses. 

What in essence this is describing is, some form of recognition symbol, like a code for 

being connected to something. That code of the bronze serpent stated those that are loyal 

to the snake gods will survive, and this confirms what I have said all along, that the bible 

is their story, and the God was Ra the snake god, the Lord was Anu the reptile king. 

Another confirm of that passage is the countries or regions involved, Asia, India, Egypt 

and the Is ra el ites what a nice confirmation that is. Whether it is the Rod of Asclepius or 

Caduceus is it said to be symbolic of the vrill parasite wrapping around the optic nerve. 

These vrill lizards were also known as Troglodytes, cave dwellers that Cleopatra learned 

their language, in India they were called naga. Sobek enjoyed a longstanding presence in 

the ancient Egyptian pantheon, from the Old Kingdom of Egypt (c. 2686–2181 BCE) 

through the Roman period (c. 30 BCE – 350 CE). He is first known from several different 

Pyramid Texts of the Old Kingdom, particularly from spell PT 317. The spell, which 

praises the pharaoh as the living incarnation of the crocodile god, reads: Unis is Sobek, 

green of plumage, with alert face and raised fore, the splashing one who came from the 

thigh and tail of the great goddess in the sunlight. Unis has appeared as Sobek, Neith's 

son. Unis will eat with his mouth, Unis will urinate and Unis will copulate with his penis. 

Unis is lord of semen, who takes women from their husbands to the place Unis likes, 

according to his heart's fancy. This is how the Earth women were duped in the past that 

nearly ended with them and their fake gods wiping out Midgard men. People will say 

why would any woman sleep with a snake or other creature, they wouldn't unless they 

were tricked with imagery that presented the creature as strong, chiseled and good 

looking human. Still doesn't make the act right, but there was trickery going on. The 

origin of his name, Sbk in Egyptian, is debated among scholars, but many believe that it 

is derived from a causative of the verb to impregnate. This sounds like seeding to me, 
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spread the seed but retain and expand the genetic line, just like the royal bloods, they gain 

power by planting their seeds everywhere. Out of interest the French use the word Unis to 

describe a certain country, Etats Unis means the United States. The State of Unis, Etats is 

also state in reverse. America state of the snake god Unis? Though Sobek was 

worshipped in the Old Kingdom, he truly gained prominence in the Middle Kingdom (c. 

2055–1650 BCE), most notably under the Twelfth Dynasty pharaoh, Amenemhat III. 

Amenemhat III had taken a particular interest in the Faiyum of Egypt, a region heavily 

associated with Sobek. Faiyum also had a town called Philadelphia, but better known as 

Krokidilopolis. Amenemhat and many of his dynastic contemporaries engaged in 

building projects to promote Sobek, projects that were often executed in the Faiyum. In 

this period, Sobek also underwent an important change: he was often fused with the 

falcon-headed god of divine kingship, Horus, there is the evidence of the trickery again, 

but it could also be the transference of consciousness from one body to another, often 

practiced by these parasitic hosts. This brought Sobek even closer with the kings of 

Egypt, thereby giving him a place of greater prominence in the Egyptian pantheon. The 

fusion added a finer level of complexity to the god's nature, as he was adopted into the 

divine triad of Horus and his two parents: Osiris and Isis. Sobek first acquired a role as a 

solar deity through his connection to Horus, but this was further strengthened in later 

periods with the emergence of Sobek-Ra, a fusion of Sobek and Egypt's primary sun god, 

Ra. This fusion is the symbiotic hosting technique that keeps the original alive for much 

longer, by taking over the dying vessel transferring the consciousness and merging with it 

as one, just like the Vrill. Sobek-Horus persisted as a figure in the New Kingdom (1550–

1069 BCE), but it was not until the last dynasties of Egypt that Sobek-Ra gained 

prominence. This understanding of the god was maintained after the fall of Egypt's last 

native dynasty in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt (c. 332 BCE – 390 CE). The prestige of 

both Sobek and Sobek-Ra endured in this time period and tributes to him attained greater 

prominence, both through the expansion of his dedicated cultic sites, and a concerted 

scholarly effort to make him the subject of religious doctrine. That line right there says it 

all, make him the subject of religious doctrine. 

 

Cult centers: The entire Faiyum region, the Land of the Lake in Egyptian, specifically 

referring to Lake Moeris served as a cult center of Sobek. Most Faiyum towns developed 

their own localized versions of the god, such as Soknebtunis at Tebtunis, Sokonnokonni 

at Bacchias, and Souxei at an unknown site in the area. At Karanis, two forms of the god 

were worshipped: Pnepheros and Petsuchos. There, mummified crocodiles were 

employed as cult images of Petsuchos. Sobek Shedety, the patron of the Faiyum's 

centrally located capital, Crocodilopolis or Egyptian Shedet, was the most prominent 

form of the god. Extensive building programs honoring Sobek were realized in Shedet, as 

it was the capital of the entire Arsinoite nome and consequently the most important city 

in the region. It is thought that the effort to expand Sobek's main temple was initially 

driven by Ptolemy II. Ptolemy origin was said to be Greek, he wrote in ancient Greek and 
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can be shown to have utilized Babylonian astronomical data, which means he was 

involved with Marduk and others who came from the stars, hence he was dominant in 

astronomy. It is said he might have been a Roman citizen, but was ethnically either a 

Greek or even a Hellenized Egyptian. He was often known in later Arabic sources as the 

Upper Egyptian, suggesting he may have had origins in southern Egypt. Ptolemy's 

Almagest is the only surviving comprehensive ancient treatise on astronomy. Babylonian 

astronomers had developed arithmetical techniques for calculating astronomical 

phenomena, all of which was given to them by the fake gods. Specialized priests in the 

main temple at Shedet functioned solely to serve Sobek, boasting titles like prophet of the 

crocodile-gods and one who buries of the bodies of the crocodile-gods of the Land of the 

Lake. Worshipping crocodiles, seriously, does that make any sense? well actually it 

makes about as much sense as the bible, until you add in the extra terrestrial slant to the 

book, then it makes a whole heap of sense. For the Greco-Roman period, the settlements 

Bakchias, Narmouthis, Soknopaiou Nesos, Tebtunis and Theadelphia at the edges of the 

Faiyum provide numerous papyri, ostraca and inscriptions that relate to temples and 

priests of Sobek and his local incarnations: The sources from these five settlements are 

central to study cult practice, temple economy and social networks of priestly families 

under Roman rule, priestly families are Cohens or Khans. Outside the Faiyum, Kom 

Ombo, in southern Egypt, was the biggest cultic center of Sobek, particularly during the 

Ptolemaic and Roman periods. Kom Ombo is located about 30 miles north of Aswan and 

was built during the Graeco-Roman period (332 BCE – 395 CE). The temple at this site 

was called the Per-Sobek, meaning the house of Sobek. Character and surrounding 

mythologies: Sovk (Suchus, Cronos, Satrune); by Jean-François Champollion; 1823–25; 

Brooklyn Museum (New York City) Sobek is, above all else, an aggressive and 

animalistic deity who lives up to the vicious reputation of his patron animal, the large and 

violent Nile crocodile/West African crocodile. One has to ask, is the crocodile in Africa 

descendants of these beings? Some of his common epithets betray this nature succinctly, 

the most notable of which being: he who loves robbery, he who eats while he also mates, 

and pointed of teeth. However, he also displays grand benevolence in more than one 

celebrated myth. After his association with Horus and consequent adoption into the 

Osirian triad of Osiris, Isis, and Horus in the Middle Kingdom, Sobek became associated 

with Isis as a healer of the deceased Osiris following his violent murder by Set. Which is 

where the term is ra el comes from Isis Ra El, el means god but there is also another so 

called Egyptian god called El, throw in the fact that Islam means Isis hidden and you 

realize the whole Middle East religions are the worship and subservience of fake gods 

from other worlds. It is from this association with healing that Sobek was considered a 

protective deity. So, Sobek, healing and protective deity, perhaps the Caduceus is a 

symbol of Sobek and propensity to shift bodies via the Vrill technique. His fierceness 

was able to ward off evil while simultaneously defending the innocent, the point is, who 

is the object of evil in comparison to them? He was thus made a subject of personal piety 

and a common recipient of votive offerings, particularly in the later periods of ancient 
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Egyptian history. It was not uncommon, particularly in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, for 

crocodiles to be preserved as mummies to present at Sobek's cultic centers. Sobek was 

also offered mummified crocodile eggs, meant to emphasize the cyclical nature of his 

solar attributes as Sobek-Ra. Likewise, crocodiles were raised on religious grounds as 

living incarnations of Sobek. Upon their deaths, they were mummified in a grand ritual 

display as sacred, but earthly, manifestations of their patron god. This practice was 

executed specifically at the main temple of Crocodilopolis. These mummified crocodiles 

have been found with baby crocodiles in their mouths and on their backs. The crocodile 

one of the few reptiles that diligently care for their young often transports its offspring in 

this manner, if that was the case why do so few of them survive? The practice of 

preserving this aspect of the animal's behavior via mummification, is likely intended to 

emphasize the protective and nurturing aspects of the fierce Sobek, as he protects the 

Egyptian people in the same manner that the crocodile protects its young. In Ptolemaic 

and Roman Egypt, a local monograph called the Book of the Faiyum centered on Sobek, 

with a considerable portion devoted to the journey made by Sobek-Ra each day with the 

movement of the sun through the sky. The text also focuses heavily on Sobek's central 

role in creation as a manifestation of Ra, as he is said to have risen from the primal 

waters of Lake Moeris, not unlike the Ogdoad in the traditional creation myth of 

Hermopolis. The shape of Lake Moeris is eerily similar to the shape of the island in 

Jurassic Park, perhaps Ra rising out of the waters there, meant that it was a underwater 

base? or the stargate was buried by water after the flood? Whether it is Ra, Marduk, 

Ba'al, Apophis, Hathor, Isis or any other of those fake gods, we the people don't want or 

need them sullying and denigrating our people and planet. But perhaps a warning to all 

people who may think these Egyptian pieces and fake gods are the past, a reminder of the 

two letters before many words re, notice they switch from Ra to Re, why because re 

means to return or do again. With that in context perhaps the Klaus Schwab plan needs a 

closer look, the Great re SET, are they planning the return of Set? Lets look at another 

prominent word for the Jewish shall we and is there a connection to something just 

mentioned? The Knesset, as the supreme state body, the Knesset is sovereign and thus 

has complete control of the entirety of the Israeli government. Knes means a nautical 

knot, Set is a fake Egyptian god, so Knes set means tied by a knot to Set, in case your 

wondering where the nautical comes into it, perhaps the term to SET sail clarifies that. 

Their great Reset was the return of the gods and what I hinted at in that must listen to 

show in February of this year. They bet on the dark forces winning the galactic and 

beyond war, and they would come back to finish off here and many other planets, they 

thought wrong. Much has been done and won on other levels, planes and dimensions, 

much has been won above, on and below in the physical realms, we all spend so much of 

our time residing in and on. The clean and clear up on and in this planet goes on at a 

pace, of much of what is happening in their world is not what it seems. What may seem 

bad may turn out good, and what may have appeared good will be shown in a clear 

format to not be the case. The whole thing is a theater show and Macron, Trump, 
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Kushner and others playing archetype roles for and on behalf of these fake gods. The lead 

harvesting family on this planet via life force energy, known as money is one group of 

these entities, The Rothschild family line, all have the highest DNA of the reptile group, 

of which the Lord of the bible was one, Anu, and the control of energy exchange via The 

Trust was another, Marduk. Given one of Marduk's consorts was Queen Esther and is 

another title of the current Trustee, leaves many questions unanswered, but from my 

understanding her ability to affect anything anymore is now rendered mute, whether she 

is Queen Esther or not. It may well come to pass that there is Stormbringer coming and it 

will be their time to die, I would prefer transmute but whatever steps that are necessary 

for the progression and advancement of our species, that will prevail. 

 

The line too good to be true came up this week, which deserves some pondering. The 

TPC is too good to be true some outside of the TPC will say, sounds like a scam. We 

have been labeled a scam and also a cult, why? because in their world the very idea of 

helping others has become almost sacrilege, an alien concept. This is the old 

programming we are trying to change, just because people want to help each other is not 

a scam or a cult, it is natural human behavior, which we have sadly lost. Lets run a 

scenario shall we, they say people won't put into the TPC because it sounds like a scam. 

Well people have put millions into cryptos, which is a scam and not batted an eyelid. 

People put millions into the Iraqi dinar and not batted an eyelid, so lots of people have 

been duped out of lots of money, yet never ask about the taxation of everything, most of 

which is a full on scam. Why is that? $4-10 for one Starbucks coffee, why is that not 

labeled a scam? The high cost of rent, property taxes, utilities, gas are they not all being 

ran as scams? The Military is scamming $989B off of the American people each year, is 

that not a scam? The lottery is a taxation on the people, is that not a scam? Politicians 

earning $175K plus a year and do nothing for and by the people, is that not scam? Yet 

where is the complaints or allegations about those obvious scam emptying your pockets 

on a daily basis? If people still consider it a scam, the only difference between the TPC 

and other scams is, ours will cost you much less. $12 a year or more for 10% of 

Americans is $396M a year, 5% of Americans is $198M a year, imagine what caring and 

sharing people can do with that level of funding. People want better jobs, improved pay 

jobs, eat better food at a more affordable price, get finance at a much reduced rate that 

would end the harvesting of banks, affordable homes, less work time and better balance 

between work and leisure time, eliminate homelessness, poverty, balance out the 

inequality, the list is endless of what we can do by pooling our own resources, only 

limited by our own lack of imagination. $12 is what many people have in loose change 

knocking around the house, and some people give to recognized charities all of which are 

also scams. It is odd levels of thinking, we can do so much ourselves once we get over 

the old program thinking. This was said by one member this week, the strange 

phenomenon of how the very folks being helped bites the hand feeding them. Yes, I 

know that all too well in my life, the ones who got extra help from me, all turned against 
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me, I guess they redacted the word gratitude out of their old world vocabulary as well. 

We have to take a different approach to all things if we desire real change, and that 

change begins with you, each of us, we are the change we all desire. The old world 

thinking and action is, they always take the slave ride choice, but at least now we have 

presented an alternative option, and done for everyone to make a better choice in life. 

Because if we all keep saying or repeating it is too good to be true, it means we will never 

see the good in anything.  

 

 


